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Motivation and Background
• A musician, artist, composer, or even scientist has many needs
when it comes to the sound space, which is one of the first
dimensions of the contemporary musical and sonal thought.
• There are many ways to affect the virtual sonal environment
with hardware and software. Of the various tools in the
electroacoustical domain, this focuses on spatialization. Using
this, an artist can create new music, a composer can change
sound directly, and a musician can edit their sound in real-time.
• HOA Library [6] is one of the tools that has allowed for
musicians and composers to synthesize, transform and render
sound spaces in a creative and artistic way. However, due to
Spatium [3], Jamoma [4,5], MIAP [8], and other open-source
spatialization tools, HOA Library is widely overlooked.
• Therefore, I developed "SonoSpatial Walk," a 3D audio
sequencer that uses MIDI and HOA Library (v2.2) [7] that is
dependent on nothing but open-source, cross-platform
libraries. I use the HOA Library for the spatialization by getting
the values of the environment by the Jitter and OpenGL [1]
matrix that creates the objects, space, and scene by values. (Fig
1)
• The program also allows for the saving of sounds and objects in
the space, along with reverberation values of the room that are
editable due to the HOA Library. You can control the room
reverberation, enable keyboard control, Fullscreen, nonmovement commands, and navigation commands in the sound
space with MIDI control. It all connects by adding a interface by
using Java allowed for the traversal of the sound space with a
keyboard and mouse to be able to trigger objects. Finally,
testing the performance of the system by measuring the sound
spatialization to get the finite impulse response (FIR)
frequency response by using the buffer~ object in Max to
convolve an input signal with samples from an input buffer.

Fig 1. A skybox corner, spheres and triggers; plus the
starting plane.

Program Design & Implementation

Results

• The design was developed, improving greatly upon the
design of SoundStroll [2], a 3D audio sequencer.
”SonoSpatial Walk” is form of a Max Collective, that uses
MIDI and HOA Library (v2.2) that is dependent on nothing
but open-source, cross-platform libraries. The overall flow
of the data in the application is shown in Figure 2. To start
making a proper scene, these patchers, which are shown in
Figure 3, must be opened:
• Graphics (shapes.maxpat),
• Sphere Setting Interface (sfcolorsgui.maxpat),
• Sound Spatialization is happening (for example, HOA_

• One main performance metric: sound spatialization
accuracy tracking with FIR filter using the buffer~ object in
Max.
• FIR filter: is a filter whose impulse response is of finite
duration.
• When you convolve the signal heard with samples from an
input buffer, if the normalized frequency changes, the
sound changes within the space, and shows that
spatialization is working which is shown in Figure 4.

soundhost_2.maxpat)

• The development of SonoSpatial Walk relied upon
developing the various Max patches, and connecting
multiple tools.

Fig 2. Overview of the flow of data
in the collective.

Fig 4. FIR Filter Data
Fig 3. Max Patches
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Future Work
• Improve spatialization engine with a more efficient and
new algorithm for lower latency systems.
• Add virtual reality headset compatibility.
• Directly map virtual synthesizer control to MIDI, which can
be used assign sounds direct to spheres/soundsources.
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